Cabbie Strikes Back Against Robbers

PEOPLE

A brave taxi driver has struck back against the robbers making the lives of fellow cabbies a misery by bringing one to justice.

Richard Barrow, of Maida Vale, sprang into action to help a police officer being overpowered by the thief, who had been in the back of the 57-year-old’s cab.

Both Mr Barrow and the officer, a former strongman in the Gladiators TV show, were tipped off by a cyclist to the fact the cabbie’s passenger was a robber.

The cabbie of 27 years picked up the thief close to Westbourne Terrace and was driving along when a cyclist pulled up beside him and yelled “you have a thief in the cab.”

Mr Barrow said: “The next thing there was a police car with flashing lights behind me and I knew something wasn’t right – the cyclist must have tipped police off too.

“I pulled over and the officer tried to stop the robber from getting away, but he was quite strong and I could see he was getting the better of him. So, I jumped in managed to get the crook on the floor while the officer put him in handcuffs.

“There was a lot scuffling around on the floor, but the police managed to get the cuffs on while I held him down. I think he would have got away otherwise.”

It emerged that crook had earlier been involved in a robbery and has since appeared in court on several charges.

The west London area, particularly around Lison Grove, has become virtually a no-go area for taxi drivers after a sharp rise in the number of robberies and distraction thefts.

In November, several taxi drivers came under attack from a gang in Lison Grove who pushed large metal bins into the road in a bid to trap and rob them. Riot police on the scene were bombarded with fireworks and forced to retreat.

Drivers and the LTDA have criticised the failure of the Met to act on the crimewave, with most drivers being told that their incidents will not be investigated.

Mr Barrow was praised by the police but took the opportunity to raise the issue of Lison Grove.

He said: “The police thanked me for my help, but I told them I wasn’t happy with the way they are dealing with the gangs around there. I saw online that there was a woman taxi driver robbed at Christmas and they couldn’t be bothered to follow it up. They were quite apologetic, but I told them it wasn’t good enough.”

NEWS IN BRIEF

Plying for hire PHV driver fined

A private hire driver has been fined more than £1,000 after being caught illegally plying for hire in Reading. Khawaja Babar, 39, of Holberton Road in Reading – a licensed minicab cab driver for South Oxfordshire – was parked in a bus stop outside a fast food shop in Friar Street, Reading, in the early hours of March 17, 2018.

When approached by council officers he lied and said he had just dropped off a customer.

The 39-year-old was found guilty at Reading Magistrates’ Court.

He appeared at court on Monday, January 14, 2019, where he was ordered to pay sums totalling £1,100 – £100 for plying for hire, £253 for providing false information and £747 in legal costs.

Coffee Discount for Cabbies

Taxi drivers can get 10% off purchases at the Coffee House Six Zero Seven at 607 Holloway Road, Archway. Parking is free after 2pm on Saturdays.

Need a Mortgage?
We’ve got the knowledge.

Equity Release • Mortgage Advice • Protection

At Allan Reece Associates LLP, we work with the country’s leading mortgage lenders to find the right solution for you.

For over 25 years we have arranged mortgages for licensed London taxi drivers. Call today to speak to one of our specialist team and find out how we can help you.
The taxi age limit proposal is unacceptable and I have been making the trade’s case against it at City Hall

CAMPAIGNING AGAINST AN AGE LIMIT CUT

TOP TRADE STORY

Following Mayor Sadiq Khan’s shock announcement before Christmas of his plans for a “phased reduction” in the taxi age limit from 15 to 12 years, I have been knocking down the doors of various air quality experts and policy managers at TfL, not to mention the Deputy Mayor for Environment and Energy, Shirley Rodrigues. My meeting with her can best be described as a frank exchange of views, especially on the fact that the announcement was made with absolutely no consultation with the trade and without any impact assessment being carried out. I pointed out the flaws in TfL’s calculations on the trade’s contribution to pollution, and handed over a rough draft of the LTDA’s own impact assessment, which puts the trade’s loss at a criminal £50 million plus.

Back in 2014/15, when taxi age limits were last on the agenda, the LTDA hired scientists to investigate the trade’s actual contribution to exhaust generated emissions, rather than TfL’s estimates. The resulting evidence, along with our cost impact assessments and our members’ survey on vehicle purchase intentions, defeated the proposed age limit reduction. If we are to win this latest battle it will once again be down to the LTDA to do the research, source the experts and secure the evidence to support our arguments. It can be frustrating when others within the trade, who have done nothing but whinge on social media, behind the hype, gloss and lies, the simple truth is most Uber customers only use them because they are cheap. The majority of members support this policy. We received over 3,000 responses with 95% of our members saying the tax’s current Prius will comply; it won’t! Many of these people, rather than admit this, pretend it’s an “unacceptable” TfL wipes £150m off Cut Plan

Support for LTDA Policy

We recently asked our members to complete an online survey on current LTDA policy to demonstrations and militant action. The first question asked was, “as the largest trade group we want the LTDA to be recognised as representing a professional, forward thinking and innovative industry. When dealing with TfL, the mayor’s office, national government/departments, national and local politicians, local authorities and anyone else, our current policy in the first instance is to respond to consultations in the trades interests, correspond with, meet and engage with (the above), gather supporting evidence, if necessary lobby and involve other relevant stakeholder and only as a very last resort to consider picket lines, demos etc, is this policy current and correct?” It’s good to know that the vast majority of members support this policy. We received over 3,000 responses with 95% of our members saying the policy is correct. The breakdown and rest of the survey is on page 31.

Uber Fare Increase

Behind the hype, gloss and lies, the simple truth is most Uber customers only use them because they are cheap. Many of these people, rather than admit this, pretend it’s the app’s simplicity or the convenience are the reasons for using Uber. So where were all these people last when Uber announced a 15p a mile increase then? Because on social media there was only outrage, shock and disbelief at this “blatant profiteering.” Uber attempted to defend it as a means of helping its drivers fund the new much more expensive plug in hybrids that will be required, with many Uber drivers still under the mistaken belief that their current Prius will comply; it won’t!

Interestingly Uber supports the removal of the congestion charge exemption for PHVs, whilst their drivers scream and stage demos outside TfL. Is this because they recognise the congestion and pollution their cars are causing? Or is it because its licence is not as secure as it could be and it is frightened of challenging anything TfL and the mayor do?

Plying for Hire

We are still waiting for the Government to publish its long awaited response to the taxi task and finish group report, which recommended legislation on cross border hiring, a definition of plying for hire and powers for TfL to be able to cap PH numbers. In December, Transport Select Committee Chair, Lilian Greenwood MP wrote to Taxis Minister, Nusrat Ghani MP to ask when the Government will respond to the report, and whether it plans to bring forward primary legislation to implement its recommendations. Once again, the minister said that a response would be issued “shortly” and acknowledged that Government had a “leadership role to play” in addressing “important issues in the sector.” In written parliamentary questions, members of our APPG continued to press the Government on when its response will be published. Linkedin MP, Paul Blomfield MP and Jim Cunningham MP were told by the taxis minister that a response would be published in “due course.” This is unbelievably frustrating, a dozen other people and I, including MPs and representatives from across the country, attended hours and hours of meetings at the DfT. The report produced identified many of the problems affecting our trade that urgently need addressing. The Government needs to respond with proposed legislation in time for it to go into the Queen’s speech and before Parliament this year.

Mortgage Advice

20 years in the London Taxi trade

01371 504030

www.rutlandfinancial.co.uk

Rutland Financial Ltd, Office M. Dutch Barn, Old Park Farm, Ford End, Oxted, CR5 3LU

Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on your mortgage. For mortgages we are paid commission, or a fee (typically £200), usually a combination of both.

VITO TAXI RENTAL

EU6 from £280 per week
EU5 from £240 per week
• 24/7 Support
• Breakdown Cover
• Replacement Vito
• Dealer Serviced Taxis

Locations East and West London

CALL- 07503 523178
UTAG is a unified collaboration between Drivers & Supplying stakeholders of the Taxi Trade.

United Trade Action Group Ltd ‘UTAG’ has been formed to manage the legal process and action against Westminster Magistrates Court, Transport for London and Uber. We are in the process of raising funds to pay for these legal challenges to save the Licensed Taxi. On 2nd November 2018, we were granted a judicial review by Hon Justice Walker, but there is much more to do.

WE NEED EACH AND EVERY DRIVER TO CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS THE LEGAL BATTLES. YOUR SUPPORT IS ESSENTIAL.

Please join the fight and donate here. It’s now or never.

WWW.UTAG.LONDON

UTAG is a reference to United Trade Action Group Ltd
Delicensing Scheme Revamp Explained

TAXI

TRADE

Taxi drivers can get £10,000 for a 13-year-old cab as part of a shake-up of Transport for London’s delicensing scheme.

The mayor has made grants of up to £10,000 available for the first 250 drivers to apply to decommission a taxi between the age of five and 13 years.

There will then be a sliding scale of grant of £9,000 for the next 250 to apply and so on (see the table, right).

This grant is in addition to the existing £7,500 subsidies towards the cost of a new taxi.

The LTDA is advising that “even if you are unsure or are considering selling an older cab in the near future it could be worth signing up as you are not obliged to go through with the sale.”

Delicensing means you agree to take off the plate and the cab cannot be plated again, but your cab can still be sold for use as a private vehicle, or even for use outside London.

The scheme is NOT dependent on buying a new cab: you can scrap yours and rent, or buy a newer diesel!

It is part of an £18m fund being used to support taxi drivers who want to delicense their Euro 3, 4 or 5 vehicles and included other initiatives to support the uptake of Zero Emission Capable (ZEC) taxis.

Apply for a delicensing payment

Drivers are asked to ensure they have carefully read and understood the terms and conditions at tfl.gov.uk/corporate/terms-and-conditions/delicensing, before applying.

To apply for a delicensing grant, you will need your vehicle registration number, Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) and vehicle licence number to complete the application, as well as an email address.

For more information, please email TaxiDelicensing@tfl.gov.uk.

LPG Taxi Age Limits

Under proposals to reduce the taxi age limit to 12 years by 2022, the age limit for Euro 6, LPG and ZEC taxis is proposed to remain at 15 years, according to TFL.

The regulator says “the proposal for a 15-year maximum age limit for newly converted LPG taxis would enable fuel savings, helping taxi owners to recoup the conversion costs while also reducing their contribution to damaging NOx emissions in London.

‘Any licensed taxis that have already been converted to LPG under the existing TFL scheme will not be impacted and would retain their exemption to the age limit requirement.”

Your tax worries sorted for just £30 per month

We’re Drivertax, the taxi drivers’ accountancy and tax specialists with more than 25 years serving the trade.

Work with us in the way YOU want to work – we’re here to help

- Help with your records, sheets, bookkeeping and tax
- Offer you the choice of online bookkeeping or forms and sheets
- Prepare a tax return on your behalf
- Give you FREE advice and support
- Deal with any tax problems
- Provide a fixed-fee ‘no added extras’ service
- Friendly, personal service

Call Jason, for a no obligation
CHAT on 020 8529 2600 or TEXT 07866 428 600 and we’ll get back to you. EMAIL jason@drivertax.co.uk

DRIVERTAX
The Professional Drivers’ Tax Specialist

Unit 6, Buckingham Court, Rectory Lane, Loughton, Essex IG10 2QZ
www.drivertax.co.uk

*Cost for individual tax return. Taxis annual cost £340 including VAT
City of London is to press on with further changes at Bank with one option including access for taxis.

**BANK ACCESS BACK ON THE AGENDA**

**THE MASSETT FILE**

Allowing taxis access to Bank junction is one of the options to be considered by the City of London Corporation under its All Change Bank project. Whilst it is not guaranteed, it is still good news that the idea is not dead and buried and officials are willing to consider the views of the taxi trade.

As you will no doubt be aware, on September 13 2018 the Court of Common Council (the highest committee) voted to make the experimental traffic scheme permanent, despite all the evidence showing that journey times for taxis and their passengers had been significantly affected by the trial.

The ban was introduced under the Bank on Safety branch of a larger scheme called All Change at Bank which is designed to make the area less crowded and much more appealing to visit.

The City’s aims are to:

- Reduce casualties by simplifying the junction
- Reduce pedestrian crowding levels
- Improve air quality
- Improve the perception of the area, as a place to spend time in rather than pass through.

All Change is kicking back into action now, with three options on the table. The option of most interest to taxi drivers is number three, which is effectively the same as it is now, but with access for cabs.

This option offers the opportunity to refine what has already been achieved, and investigate a revision of the vehicle types allowed, timings of operation and whether any further turning movements can be restricted.

It provides the chance for officials to investigate a limited east/west route specifically for taxis. The good thing about this option is that it is the simplest to achieve, some work, including widening footways, is already underway. The negatives, for the authority at least, are that this option offers limited scope for wholesale community improvements, which are often favoured by authorities in this day and age.

Option two leans towards increasing the room available for cyclists and pedestrians, with some space “retained for some other vehicle movements (the type of vehicle is yet to be established).” This option allows the City to make the area greener, with trees, seating, shade, shelter and activity areas, but to a lesser extent than option one.

It does also allow the opportunity for restricting two or three arms of the junction still further, again with some unspecified vehicle access. As things stand, this is the authority’s favoured option.

Option one, is similar to option two, but would provide the greatest amount of pedestrian priority and full vehicle closure. This would also require the rerouting some London buses, with approval needed from TfL, and would take several years to complete.

Whilst the City weighs up all the options, I will continue to make the trade’s case for full access to the Bank and will report in these pages as the discussions develop.

Richard Massey, LTDA Chairman, and Chairman of the London Cab Ranks Committee

---

**MASSETT’S CAMERA HOTSPOTS**

- **EXMOUTH MARKET**
  - Red zone
- **BERKLEY STREET/J/W PICCADILLY**
  - Yellow box cameras
- **JOHN ISLIP STREET**
  - No right turn into Ponsonby Terrace
- **FULHAM BROADWAY/BARCLAY ROAD**
  - Yellow box
- **CAMDEN**
  - 20mph limit
- **WATERLOO ROAD**
  - Zig-Zags
- **SELFRIDGES**
  - Over ranking
- **LUDGATE HILL**
  - Zig-Zags
- **CLAPHAM HIGH STREET**
  - Zig-Zags
- **ISLINGTON**
  - 20mph limit
- **RED ROUTES**
  - TfL is actively enforcing yellow box restrictions
- **TOWER BRIDGE**
  - 20 mph speed limit - average speed cameras
- **LIMEHOUSE LINK**
  - 30mph speed limit
- **TERMINUS PLACE**
  - Bus only left turn. TfL to issue PCNs
- **SMITHFIELD**
  - Do not park in loading boxes, they are enforced by camera
- **A13**
  - Average speed cameras in operation
- **THE CITY**
  - 20mph limit

**HOTSPOT 1**

Lime Street, EC3
- no motor vehicles
- Mon-Fri, 8am-6pm

**HOTSPOT 2**

Binfield Road
- 24hr pedestrian zone
Minicabs Protest at C-Charge Plan

TRADE

Minicab drivers angry at plans to make them pay the congestion charge staged a protest outside Transport for London’s Blackfriars office.

The drivers claim that Mayor Sadiq Khan’s plan to clean up London’s polluted air is a “tax on the poor” which will drive them out of business.

Petrol- and diesel-powered vehicles will have to pay the £11.50 levy on weekdays from April 8.

Uber backs the proposal, which its drivers will pay, but unions say it could see fares rise by 10–20%, with some even trebling.

Minicab drivers say it could see their take home pay slashed by 25%. But the mayor hopes the charge will encourage firms and drivers to operate more efficiently as 28% of minicabs in the area are empty.

The protest was called by the Independent Workers Union of Great Britain’s United Private Hire Drivers’ branch.

Branch chairman James Farrar said: “If the mayor and TfL really want to reduce congestion, they should immediately use their powers to enforce minimum wage legislation and other worker rights.

“Instead of introducing this and other common-sense policies like rest stops for drivers and a levy on operators, Sadiq Khan is choosing to target some of the city’s most vulnerable workers.

“These workers have had enough of policies that ignore their concerns and are going to fight back until they get the fair deal they deserve.”

In a statement, they said that TfL research showed a disproportionate impact on poor workers.

The union has instead suggested a cap on the total number of minicab vehicle licences and rest spaces to reduce the amount of time drivers spend on the road waiting for passengers.

Critics say that it is well known that Uber drivers already use London as their own rank, simply parking up to wait for passengers to hail them, effectively plying for hire.

The mayor has also written to the Department for Transport to ask for the power to cap minicab licences, to no avail.

The union added the mayor should “use his existing powers to enforce worker rights, adding: “Minimum wage enforcement would provide the necessary incentive for operators to reduce the number of cars on the road.”

Alex Williams, TfL’s Director of City Planning, said in a statement that “bold action” is required to tackle London’s public health crisis.

“More than 9,000 premature deaths are linked to air quality every year. The private hire trade, along with all road users, have a central role in reducing the filthy fumes circulating in our city,” he said.

“The changes to the Congestion Charge will contribute to fewer vehicles driving where pollution is most concentrated while ensuring the cleanest minicabs or those that are wheelchair accessible continue to enter the zone without paying a charge.

“The changes to the Congestion Charge and the introduction of the Ultra-Low Emission Zone in April in central London will significantly benefit the health of all Londoners, including drivers.”

NEWS IN BRIEF

Woman Raped by Uber Imposter

A terrified young woman was kidnapped and raped in an alleyway by a driver after mistaking his car for her Uber minicab.

The woman, aged in her 20s, had been out with friends in Hackney, and ordered a car on the Uber app.

When a Toyota Auris arrived at her location, she got in the back but it was driven by an imposter, Mohammed Awais.

The victim was driven to a “dimly-lit” alleyway where she was raped, according to Scotland Yard.

After the horrific attack, she was robbed of her possessions, including her phone, cash and a laptop, and ordered to get out of the car.

Now, Awais, of East Ham, was jailed for nine years and four months at Snaresbrook Crown Court.

MINICABS PROTEST AT C-CHARGE PLAN

Mohammed Awais
Obviously, the hot topic on everyone’s lips at the moment is the scandalous announcement by the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, of his intention to consult on cutting the taxi age limit to just 12 years. What made it even worse was the fact he decided that just before Christmas was the time to announce it, or if you are more cynically inclined, to bury the bad news. Then he also decided he wouldn’t even bother giving us any details about how or when it might be implemented but said we would have to wait for the consultation early in 2019 to see the finer details.

What is even considered as early in the year? Is that January? Maybe February? Could it even be April? How long will the consultation last two months? Three months? Maybe four months? Then there’s the period after the consultation where we get the collated information and summaries, before we finally get the decision. That will mean we will be in limbo until the summer of 2019 at best, but perhaps even as late as Christmas 2019.

So, many of us will be spending a whole year not knowing what we should do with the cab we’re currently driving, is that any way to treat the world’s greatest taxi trade?

So, what have we been told? Well, this announcement pretty much sums it up:

“In early 2019, we will also consult on proposals to reduce taxi emissions further, including a proposal of phased reductions of the taxi age limit for the dirtiest vehicles to 12 years. The 15-year age limit would be strictly mandated in 2019, with a proposed reduction in the age limit each year until a 12-year age limit is reached. The age limit for Euro 6, LPG and Zero-Emission Capable taxis is proposed to remain at 15 years. The consultation will launch early next year.”

So, if you’re currently driving a Euro 6 TX4 (approx. 16 plate) or Mercedes Vito (approx. 66 plate) you will still get 15 years along with the TXe and cabs running on LPG. The latter of course could have had a lifespan of up to 20 years, if a cab in its last year of its diesel life was converted to LPG, thus giving an extra five years. For the rest of us they are proposing to lower the age limit to 14 years in 2020, 13 years in 2021 and finally 12 years in 2022.

This isn’t the first time they’ve tried to lower our age limit. We defeated them last time and let me assure you the LTDA will be doing everything it can to prevent this unnecessary attack on hard working cabbies, which has wiped millions of equity from the value of taxis at a stroke. Let’s be clear they have no real proof that we’re as dirty as they claim. The 20% of pollution we’re blamed for, or the 40,000 premature deaths figure is all complete and utter tosh. They seem to be of the view that “if we say it often enough, it becomes true.” It is in effect a straw man, a manufactured problem, which never existed before, built up to show that they are taking action: blame us, white vans and then use a sledge hammer to crack the nut. Clearly, with all the outrage from the minicab trade about being forced to pay the C-Charge, TfL can’t be seen to be letting us off the hook. But what they have failed to take to account is that they are delivering a slap in the face to people who have already taken up the challenge and are going green as fast as they can, with more than 1,000 electric cabs on the roads already, despite there being only one relatively expensive option. At the current rate of change we will be fully zero emission capable before TfL’s beloved London bus service, but yet they still want more blood. What an insult!

Paul Brennan,
LTDA Executive
CABVISION 2019
WHAT’S HAPPENING

Coming Soon! Our new Payment Device. Just Pay & Go.

• 2.5% per transaction.
• Accepts all major cards including American Express.
• Free Next Day Payments 6 Days a week.
• 24/7 UK Telephone Support.
• No Contract.
• No Hidden Charges.
• No Support Fees.

Our new Cabvision Driver App is here now.
Download & Check out the helpful new features;
• View up to 12 months transaction data.
• Interactive bar chart to review busiest days.
• Summary of transaction fees and amounts due.
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171 Lukin Street London E1 0BN
Off Commercial Road

We are also at Heathrow
Building 249, Unit C, Enfield Road
Eastern Business Park
Eastern Perimeter Road
London TW6 2RX

Monday-Friday 8.30am till 5.30pm  ·  E1 & Heathrow
Saturday 9am-12.00 noon  ·  E1
Sunday 9am -12 noon  ·  Heathrow

24/7 UK Telephone Support 020 7655 6970
WWW.CABVISION.COM  020 7655 6970
@cabvisiontaxi
A mother and her two children were made homeless at Christmas after an out of control minicab smashed into her house.

Suzan Hassan, 36, was washing the dishes in the ground-floor kitchen of her home in Bellingham south-east London when the car careered into the wall.

Ms Hassan said she was forced to move out on December 22 after the minicab hit her home shortly before 8pm.

The 36-year-old said: "I thought it was an earthquake. Suddenly this entire car was in my kitchen. I was in total shock. Luckily the kids weren’t home."

"There were cracks going up the ceiling. I was so scared that I jumped on to the work surface and held up the kitchen ceiling."

"My neighbours rushed out and were yelling ‘get out, get out’. I hurt my back when I was thrown into the fridge.”

Police breathalysed the driver at the scene and found that the driver was completely sober.

It is believed he accidentally lost control of the vehicle.

Ms Hassan, a personal trainer and carer, was first put up by relatives before being moved to a “terrifying” housing association hotel, and plagued by anti-social behaviour.

She was so scared she removed her 11-year-old daughter, Yasemin, and slept in the family car, while her son Tyla, six, stayed at his grandmother’s house in Sidcup. The family have now been placed in a three-bedroom property while a new permanent home is found for them.

A police spokeswoman said: “Police were called at 7.55pm on Saturday December 22 to reports of a car in collision with a building on Fordmill Road. Officers and the London Fire Brigade attended. There were no injuries.”

Minicab Hits Family Home
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She was so scared she removed her 11-year-old daughter, Yasemin, and slept in the family car, while her son Tyla, six, stayed at his grandmother’s house in Sidcup. The family have now been placed in a three-bedroom property while a new permanent home is found for them.

A police spokeswoman said: “Police were called at 7.55pm on Saturday December 22 to reports of a car in collision with a building on Fordmill Road. Officers and the London Fire Brigade attended. There were no injuries.”
MERCEDES VITO EU5 FROM £99 PW
INCLUDING 2 YEAR WARRANTY

MERCEDES VITO EU6 FROM £180 PW
WITH MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY

SERVICE
MOT £35
MERCEDES-BENZ
- We beat all main dealer servicing costs
- We only use genuine Mercedes-Benz parts
- We now offer a EU5 rear wheel steer Upgrade on EU4 Vehicles.
- All rear steer work undertaken
- Mercedes-Benz qualified and trained technicians
- We only use genuine Mercedes-Benz parts

LEVC
- Authorised service agent
- TXE servicing and warranty work undertaken
- Approved technicians
- TX2 & 4 Gearbox/Engine specialists

BODYSHOP
- Non fault specialist
- All insurance work undertaken
- Courtesy hire taxi available on request
- NSL stop notes fast turn around

PARTS
- LEVC authorised parts agent
- Daily delivery service for trade customers within M25
- Large selection of parts available
- Daily specials

SALES
- Visit us at our new brand showroom at Lukin St E1
- Large selection of high quality pre-owned/nearly new taxis available inc Mercedes-Benz Eu6 models
- Used vehicles available from £100pw with 24 month warranty
- Zero deposit finance available

KPM AUTOMOTIVE LTD
164-172 Lukin St
London
E1 0BN

0207 377 2182
www.kpmautomotive.co.uk
Follow us: @kpmautomotive for our latest offers.
Black Taxi rentals

BRAND NEW
EURO6 TX4'S
AVAILABLE NOW!

2011 TX4 ELEGANCE
@ £220pw

TX4'S AVAILABLE
from £200pw

SHARE A TX4 ELEGANCE
from £135pw

- 24hr Backup Service
- Full RAC Cover
- Cabs Bought for Cash
- Full Garage Facilities
- Spare Cabs Available
- Newly Qualified Drivers Welcome

UNIT 7, DOMINION BUSINESS PARK, GOODWIN ROAD, EDMONTON N9 0BG

Call Now 0208 807 7931

ON POINT

Everybody knows that a good relationship of any kind is built on mutual respect, trust and a healthy ability to communicate. Unfortunately, someone neglected to tell the Continental Basil Fawlty, in charge of rooms at the Corinthia Hotel, who has snootily snubbed my efforts at reasonable communication over the inability of taxi drivers to access the rank, and thus service their upmarket clientele.

Our relationship with hotels is obviously very important to the trade. We provide a gold standard service for people who generally would rather not spend their time circling London for hours with a confused Uber driver. Admittedly, like all relationships, ours is a bit rocky at times. Some drivers let the side down while using hotel services and there are the obvious complaints about dodgy doorman and backhanders at some less than scrupulous businesses around the city.

Part of my job is try to maintain a cordial relationship, addressing the issues as they arise by phoning, meeting or emailing the hotels in the hope of getting them to listen to our complaints and tackle them and in turn, take up any hotel issues with drivers.

Unfortunately, it seems some hotels are run by people who just don’t care about the trade or indeed fostering good working relationships. It’s disappointing to find that the Corinthia is one of these, not least because when it opened a few years ago, I remember the management taking out a double page in this very paper declaring their great love of the taxi trade etc.

Well, what rubbish! In recent times I have had numerous complaints from drivers saying that the rank serving the hotel is often blocked by delivery drivers and the like. I have politely taken this up with our friend Basil, asking if they could do something about it. However, the response seems to be one of sticking two fingers up and saying we don’t care – charming indeed. Not the response you would expect to get from a hotel that professes to want a good relationship with the trade, or who has studied hospitality. I bet they don’t communicate with their customers like that.

In fact, the response was simply “please be advised that the hotel has no responsibility to police the taxi rank.” Well, that maybe the case but do you want taxi drivers to serve the hotel and its customers or not? It is your responsibility if you want taxi drivers to serve the hotel.

They have doormen and it wouldn’t take a couple of seconds just to tell someone to clear off. I only raise this relationship breakdown out of frustration really, I’m not suggesting that we head for the divorce courts just yet, or actively boycott the hotel, but it might be worth remembering their indifference to the trade and if it’s raining, or you have somewhere else you can be, then perhaps give them a swerve until Basil gets his act together.

Over-ranking

Over-ranking is one of the big issues we hear about, both from drivers and Transport for London.

As many of you will know, there is a new two place rank being trialled in Basil Street. By all accounts the over-ranking there is out of control and we are set to lose this obviously popular rank if the bad behaviour carries on.

Things got so heated recently that an LTDA marshal had to step in and break up a row between two drivers, which was about to get violent. Complaints about over-ranking emanate from Hans Place (both sides) and Walton Place.

Residents are fed up with it and have been filming cabs and sending the videos to Kensington and Chelsea Council, which is in contact with TfL.

Keep calm and if the rank is full, move along. It is obviously proving popular and we want to keep it.

Lloyd Baldwin is an LTDA Executive Support Officer
TAXIWORLD
TELEMATICS & CCTV
PROTECT YOUR FLEET.
SECURE YOUR PROFIT.

ACCESS FOOTAGE INSTANTLY

Know where your cabs are, right now.
View the real time location of every vehicle on your fleet at a street level.

Know where your cabs have been
View the exact trail of where a vehicle has been in the past 90 days.

Know how your cabs are being driven
Reduce maintenance costs with instant access to detailed driver score reports.

3 MAJOR BENEFITS:
1. PROTECT DRIVERS AGAINST ACCIDENT FRAUD
2. REDUCE ONGOING MAINTENANCE COST
3. ACCESS ENHANCED INSURANCE DISCOUNTS

Contact us:
0208 885 8666

OR FIND US ONLINE: TAXIWORLD.CO.UK PAYMENT | CCTV | INSURANCE | METERS
We process millions of fares for cabbies every year.

Guess how many transactions we process for other retailers and businesses.

(Clue: It’s less than one)
Uber Driver Admits Six Murders

INTERNATIONAL

An Uber driver has admitted murdering six people at random in a shooting spree in the US.

Jason Dalton, 48, initially blamed the app for controlling his “mind and body” when he went on the rampage in Michigan.

The 48-year-old slayed four people at a restaurant, and two at a car dealership, in the shootings in the city of Kalamazoo.

The charges consisted of six counts of murder, two counts of attempted murder and eight charges relating to firearms offences. He now faces a mandatory life sentence without parole.

Dalton, who submitted his plea while jury selection was taking place, did so despite the objections of his attorney. He told the judge at the Kalamazoo County court that he had made the decision of his own free will, adding that he had “wanted this for quite a while”.

Dalton had earlier reportedly told police that he was made a “puppet” by the Uber application, which directed him to shoot people at random over a five-hour period in February 2016.

None of the victims were Uber customers but Dalton continued to pick up passengers during the shooting spree.

The shootings took place on a Saturday evening at three locations – outside a Cracker Barrel restaurant, a Kia car dealership and an apartment block.

The first shooting took place outside a Kalamazoo residential building at about 5.30pm local time. A woman was shot multiple times – reportedly in front of her children – and was taken to hospital in a serious condition;

At about 10pm local time, a father and son were shot and killed and a third person was wounded at the car dealership;

At about 10.15pm the third shooting took place in the car park of the Cracker Barrel restaurant. Mary Lou Nye, 62, of Baroda, Michigan, was killed along with Dorothy Brown, 74; Barbara Hawthorne, 68, and Mary Jo Nye, 66, all of Battle Creek, Michigan. A girl, 14, was gravely wounded.

Dalton was arrested that evening and also Uber confirmed that Mr Dalton was a driver registered with the company. Mr Dalton had undergone background checks but passed because he had no criminal record, the minicab firm said.

Diesel Slump Forces Jaguar Job Cuts

INTERNATIONAL

Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) has said that it is axing 4,500 jobs, with the substantial majority coming from its 40,000 strong UK workforce.

The company has admitted facing several challenges, including a slump in the UK workforce.

The majority coming from its 40,000 strong workforce.

JLR has said that it is axing 4,500 jobs, with the substantial majority coming from its 40,000 strong UK workforce.

The company has admitted facing several challenges, including a slump in demand for diesel cars and a sales slowdown in China.

The firm has also complained about uncertainty caused by Brexit, which it says has deterred many people from buying new cars for the time being.

Most will be in office roles as the company wants to simplify its management structure. The cuts come on top of last year’s 1,500 job losses.

JLR, which is owned by Indian conglomerate Tata, made a £390m pre-tax loss in the three months to September 30, a major reversal from the £385m profit of the previous year.

“We are taking decisive action to help deliver long-term growth, in the face of multiple geopolitical and regulatory disruptions as well as technology challenges facing the automotive industry,” said JLR’s chief executive, Ralf Speth.

JLR, the UK’s biggest vehicle maker, says it plans to make further investment in electrification.

Electric drive units will be produced at Wolverhampton and a new battery assembly centre, to be established at Hams Hall, Birmingham.

New Taxi Charity President Appointed

CHARITY

A parachute squadron veteran and former cabbie has been appointed as the new president of the Taxi Charity.

Eddie Hillery has been involved with the Taxi Charity for Military Veterans since 2008, volunteering to make bucket collections at stations before becoming a committee member in 2013.

Gary Belsey, Chairman of the Taxi Charity, said "As a long serving charity volunteer, veteran and ex-cab driver Eddie was the obvious choice for president. We are delighted that he is in post as we begin 2019 and the important 75th anniversary year of the D-Day Landings."

In 1954, aged 18, Eddie was called up under the National Service Act. He joined the Royal Signals at Catterick in Yorkshire and trained as a wireless operator. He volunteered for airborne forces, transferred and trained as a parachutist and served the remainder of his service with 16th Independent Parachute Brigade Signals Squadron until 1956. After a few years in different driving roles Eddie signed up for the Knowledge in 1965 and became a qualified taxi driver in 1966. He spent 42 years as a London taxi driver and was a founder member of the Licensed Taxi Drivers' Association (LTDA).

The Taxi Charity arranges international trips to Holland, Belgium and France, UK day trips to concerts or museums, transport to attend fundraising events, as well as special days out to catch up with friends and comrades.

To donate, volunteer or just to find out more visit the website http://www.taxicharity.org
TWO MONTHS FREE FOR FIRST TIME MEMBERS

LTDA APPLICATION FORM

Name ________________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________________

Postcode _______________________________________________________________

Telephone ______________________________ Mobile __________________________

Email ____________________________________________ Twitter _________________

Date of Birth ______________________________ Badge No. ______________________

Badge colour (Please state whether green or yellow) __________________________

Year badge obtained __________________________ Suburban badge sector numbers

Have you ever been a member of the LTDA before? (please tick) Yes ☐ No ☐

Do you currently have points on your DVLA driving license? (please tick) Yes ☐ No ☐

If Yes how many points do you have? __________________________

Please tick if you DO NOT wish to receive information from the LTDA and other related organisations in the future? ☐

I understand that my application for membership of the Association must be approved by the Council of Management and that until this is confirmed I am not eligible to vote in relation to any form of Association matters. I agree that all benefits prior to approval of membership shall be at the discretion of the Council of Management.

Please note: We do not provide assistance for any matters that have occurred prior to you joining LTDA.

Signed __________________________ Date __________________________

LTDA Basic Direct Debit Instructions

Instructions to your Bank/Building Society to pay Direct Debits:

Please complete parts 1 to 5 to instruct your branch to make direct payments from your account. Then return the form to the LTDA, FREEPOST, (PAM 2005), London W9 2BR

To the Manager of _______________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________________

Originator’s Identification No. 914428

For Office use only

1 Please write the name and full postal address of your branch in the box (left)

2 Name of account holder __________________________________________________

3 Account number __________ __________ __________ __________ __________

4 Bank Sort Code __________ — __________ — __________ — __________

Banks/Building Societies may not accept instructions to pay Direct Debit from some types of account.

5 Signature(s) __________________________________________________________

Date __________________________

The Direct Debit Guarantee

• This Guarantee is offered by all banks and building societies that accept instructions to pay Direct Debits.

• If there are any changes to the amount, date or frequency of your Direct Debit LTDA will notify you (10 working days) in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed. If you request LTDA to collect a payment, confirmation of the amount and date will be given to you at the time of the request.

• If an error is made in the payment of your Direct Debit, by LTDA, or your bank or building society, you are entitled to a full and immediate refund of the amount paid from your bank or building society.

  - If you receive a refund you are not entitled to, you must pay it back when LTDA asks you to.

• You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by simply contacting your bank or building society. Written confirmation may be required. Please also notify us.
IT is unbearable to rank inside Paddington station. Times over. Just join. Needed their help a few times since they began. Them, they were there. My career as a cab driver don’t care what these people say, when I needed about, knocking the board of the LTDA. I forget all these snivelling, jealous posters dotted Plus, most of it can be offset against income tax. Of stress and worry I received the email: I passed unequivocal opinion I was always fit and safe to the same information. He added that in his the time. I couldn’t see how the GP could do your consultant? Anthony suggested making on my behalf with the Occupational Health Department at TfL and they allowed past the 28 days allowed by TfL, the earliest work so I could collect my wallet. However, he had already been on Twitter (as I found out later) to alert me or anyone who knew me to my loss. Despite finding my Spurs season ticket and him being a Gooner he still stopped work so I could collect my wallet. Thank you very much Peter for your patience honesty and commitment.

Simon Thompson

Don’t be insulting online

In my fifth year as a Knowledge student and apart from the odd naysayer, I find most taxi drivers positive and professional. Alas, give them the cover of a digital cloak and a Twitter account and many turn into rampant bitter mad men. It normally goes something like this:

@kellybrown (fake name)

“Last night I was charged £50 pounds for an Uber journey, which I was quoted £17 pounds for. Very unhappy about this @Ubersupport”

You will then get a slew of cabbies insulting said person with sarcastic comments and in some instances, downright rudeness. The tweeters ensure this person will never use black cabs.

London taxi drivers are the best in the world; fact. So please act like it, not just on the road, but on the information super highway as well.

Jay Stewart

LockeRbie correction

A s a taxi driver and also a security trainer at Heathrow airport, I read with great interest the article about the Lockerbie Bombing on the Pan Am Clipper at Maid the Sun in TAXI 435. The article was very interesting as we use the Lockerbie disaster references in training new staff. I was disappointed though that part of the article seems to be incorrect. The reference to a broken lock at Heathrow implies that Heathrow airport baggage had something to do with the bag. In fact, the bag containing the device was placed into an Air Malta flight to Frankfurt where the bag containing the device was transferred on to the Pan Am 103 flight to New York via London. The aircraft made the scheduled stop at Heathrow with the device already on board, from Frankfurt. Heathrow was not involved at all with the baggage. Trial evidence showed that German police were tailing Al Megrahi prior to the tragedy and at the start of the investigation tried to pass blame to Heathrow for the device being placed on the aircraft. It has been proven and recorded that Heathrow was not to blame for the breach of security at Frankfurt. I feel the article, although very well written, implies Heathrow is to blame which is untrue. All evidence shows Heathrow as an innocent party in a very tragic incident.

Tim Veck

Thanks for your kindness

My husband and I went to London on November 15. We had booked a hotel called the Bolton Hotel, South Kensington. We decided to take a black cab from Covent Garden and had a lovely driver who told us lots of history on way. The traffic was very busy and it took ages to get there, but he made the journey pleasant. After we got to our room I realised I’d left my daughter’s Christmas present in cab, a bottle of £84 Tom Ford perfume. I felt like crying. We went out for a walk round and got back after 8pm to find the driver had driven all way back and left it at reception for us. I went to Covent Garden the next day to see if I could recognise him, but unfortunately, I didn’t. So, this is a big thank you from me for your kindness and honesty.

Lynette Cummings

The Filth and the Fury

The conditions at Paddington Station have been disgusting. Taxi drivers are urinating on the walls and floor making it unbearable to rank inside Paddington station. These people should be ashamed of themselves.

Adil Charkaoui

North London Footy Love

I would like to thank a cab driver called Peter from Stoke Newington for returning my wallet to me on New Year’s Eve. At Paddington I dropped my wallet while helping a passenger with their bag. I didn’t know I’d dropped it until a fair time later when I received a call from Peter. He found my LTDA card in my wallet and was able to contact someone at the office who gave him my number which was lucky. However, he had already been on Twitter (as I found out later) to alert me or anyone who knew me to my loss. Despite finding my Spurs season ticket and him being a Gooner he still stopped work so I could collect my wallet. Thank you very much Peter for your patience honesty and commitment.

Fred the Leg

Letters

Don’t ignore consultations

Cycle superhighway route 4 from Tower Bridge to Greenwich is the latest scheme to get the go ahead following a two-month consultation period last year. TfL received 3,265 direct responses to the consultation, of which 83% supported or strongly supported the proposals.

Considering there are 24,000 cabbies representing our trade, it goes to show, once again, that our colleagues are not responding to the LTDA consultations. For the life of me I cannot understand why. We must improve this going forward.

I read the emails that the LTDA sends out regularly, which literally spoon feed cabbies on how to respond to TfL – these are great by the way and much appreciated – but obviously cabbies still aren’t responding. I would suggest that union reps take the time, each time a new TL proposal is emailed out, to liaise with cabbies at all major airport feeder parks and other busy ranks to ensure that every cabbie ranked up completes the consultation then and there, whilst they are twiddling their thumbs.

Heathrow is a perfect example. I don’t know the numbers but there must be about 500 cabs in the feeder parks when its full. If, during a week-long period when a new consultation is emailed out by TL, a union rep knocked on every cab door once a day for that week and talked with the driver they could surely get a couple of thousand cabbies to complete the consultation. Some drivers may need a little bit of help filling it in on their smart phone – others just need a kick up the backside to get it done. Those numbers would swing consultations in our favour and that’s just Heathrow alone!

Jamie Hamblett

Test your knowledge

Easy run

Galway Express to Heygate Street

Hard run

American School to Willesden Junction Station

Do you have a gripe or praise? Contact us at
0207 121 0523 or email editor@ltda.co.uk

Star letter

Abdelbaset al-Megrahi

Trial evidence showed that German police were tailing Al Megrahi prior to the tragedy

Adil Charkaoui

Fred the Leg

The Filth and the Fury

The conditions at Paddington Station have been disgusting. Taxi drivers are urinating on the walls and floor making it unbearable to rank inside Paddington station. These people should be ashamed of themselves.
2018 was a strange year: fighting crime was less important for the police than selling branded clobber

EXIT THROUGH THE MET GIFT SHOP

CHRIS ACKRILL

2018 was a strange year: fighting crime was less important for the police than selling branded clobber

ON THE ROAD

A s we journey deep into the land of kippers, we wonder what this year will bring. We might also ponder what is going on in other people’s professions. I was particularly interested in the mad things that were going on in the police service towards the end of 2018. For a fair while, under-reaction had been the order of the day, with “lesser” crimes not being adequately investigated.

Then there was a controversial counter reaction against moped mugging gangs. There was also a comical move into branded merchandising by the Met.

As most people in the London taxi trade are aware, there had been a spate of robberies of drivers in and around the Lisson Grove area. I’ve spoken to taxi drivers who fell victim years ago, but activity intensified in the autumn of 2018. Drivers reported attacks to the police but the crimes weren’t followed up. On bonfire night, gangs barricaded Rossmore Road and attacked passing taxis by throwing traffic cones. The police apparently showed up but withdrew when they came under fire from bricks and stones. That was pretty much the end of it.

On Saturday, November 17, I came home from work early because I couldn’t get around town. Protestors calling themselves “Extinction Rebellion” (whose aims were vague) blockaded five Central London bridges. The police shut more streets off and let them get on with it. The demonstrations continued into the following week and London’s roads were in chaos. There were 84 arrests on the Saturday, but none on the following Wednesday when the demo had been stepped up to ruin many people’s midweek routine. The police often talk about a lack of resources. This is undoubtedly hampering the police to some extent, but they still had the resources to put cones out and direct traffic around the affected areas. Call me reactionary, but I would like to have seen Boris’s obsolete water cannon tested on Extinction Rebellion – or phantom drones – before he sold it... (at a huge loss).

The police are only as good as their funding, and they have undoubtedly suffered from a lack of money. They should be responding to reports of robbery though, particularly when evidence is handed to them on a plate. I’d urge anyone who’s been victim of a crime to report it. And to the police; reporting things on Twitter doesn’t count!

A little later in November, a shift in attitude was reported concerning the epidemic of robberies by teenagers riding mopeds. It was reported that the police were reversing their earlier strategy of giving up the chase, and would now ram the mopeds with their cars.

The Metropolitan Police suggested that the days of passive resistance were over. The police talked about a walk on by culture after an attack on a police officer was filmed and shown on social media.

This was in contrast to the Lisson Grove crime epidemic, where they wouldn’t respond adequately when presented with evidence, and just walked off when the perpetrators turned on them.

They used to tell us not to get involved. You might get hurt, or become subject to prosecution should you take the law into your own hands; even if you’re defending your own property or protecting yourself and others. Taxi drivers who came under attack after the bonfire night incident were reluctant to report attacks as they’d lost confidence in the police. Were the police still lodging victims of crime off with excuses, or were they now working against the walk on by culture? Which version of the police service would we be dealing with as we went into 2019?

The Met had other distractions anyway. They’d recently launched a range of branded clothing, toys and souvenirs. Actually I’d quite fancy one of those checked baseball caps that the cops with guns wear. I could buy a toy gun and spend many happy hours running around like we used to. The term “cop shop” will carry more meaning. We could hand it lost property again, like we used to. The term “cos shop” will carry more meaning. We can report crimes in the traditional way, then browse the merchandise as we exit through the gift shop.

As for the ramming of moped gangs, I’m not sure I believe the hype. It could just be an opportunity to stop motorists in a desperate attempt to sell them an “I’ve Met the Met” baseball cap.

Call me reactionary, but I would like to have seen Boris’s obsolete water cannon tested on Extinction Rebellion – or phantom drones – before he sold it...
GREEN BADGE TX4 DRIVERS NEEDED NOW!

Ubiquitous, the UK’s leading taxi advertising company, urgently needs SuperSide drivers.

- Black TX4 taxis
- Green Badge
- No digital screens

£200 SIGNING-ON BONUS
Guaranteed payment options.
Lucrative event opportunities.

Paintwork fully restored to TfL standards.

CALL US NOW FOR FURTHER DETAILS: 020 7291 3700

UBIQUITOUS
TRUSTED TO DO RIGHT BY DRIVERS
All Approved Used TX4 models are now available with 0% APR finance.

That means you can get behind the wheel of one of our most popular and iconic models from just £87 per week. (35% deposit required to qualify for 0% APR finance).

Our Approved Used centres offer a wide range of stock, including both Euro 5 and Euro 6 models.

But that’s not all. As well as 0% APR finance, all of our Approved Used vehicles come complete with our comprehensive 3-2-1 package as standard.**

Call 0203 912 6197 to book a test drive

INCLUDED IN OUR 3-2-1 PACKAGE IS:

- 3 Years Vehicle Warranty
- 2 Years Servicing
- 1 Years Roadside Assistance

**Terms and conditions apply. Business users only. This finance example is for illustration purposes only and refers to 0% APR Hire Purchase figures based on a TX4 at £30,000 OTR with a customer deposit of £12,000 followed by 48 monthly payments of £375 equivalent weekly payments of £86.53. All prices inclusive of VAT. Two and three year 0% APR plans are also available. Credit is subject to status and is only available to UK residents aged 18 and over. Finance is provided by Black Horse Taxi Finance a trading style of Black Horse Ltd. St William House, Tresillian Terrace, Cardiff CF10 5BH. Excludes Meter, credit card equipment and any local authority fees. LEVC reserves the right to terminate offers at any time. All prices and promotions are valid for vehicles ordered before 31st March 2019.

***Free 3 years comprehensive vehicle warranty is valid up to 120,000 miles or three years, whichever occurs first, from the date of purchase and subject to the terms of the LEVC Approved Used Manufacturer Promise. Free 2 years servicing offer is valid up to 100,000 miles or 5 services, whichever occurs first, every 10,000 miles service intervals on Euro 5 models and roadside assistance is valid for 12 months, from the date of purchase. Servicing and roadside assistance is subject to the terms of the LEVC Approved Used Manufacturer Promise. LEVC reserves the right to terminate offers at any time. Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer.
Concluding the gruesome tale about a sadistic barber turned murderous south London publican

THE BOROUGH POISONER’S END

CRUEL LONDON

After murdering his lover Mary Spink with by secretly administering poison in ever large doses, Polish barber turned publican, George Chapman (real name Severin Klowski) set his sights on his next victim: his newly employed barmaid, Bessie Taylor.

Just like Mary, Bessie agreed to enter into a bogus marriage with Chapman only to quickly discover what a monster he truly was; a vile bully who revelled in verbal, physical and psychological abuse. At one point he even threatened her with a revolver.

As with Mary, Chapman began slipping tiny amounts of toxin into Bessie’s food. When she began to display symptoms similar to those suffered by his former partner, Chapman arranged a posting at a new pub – The Grapes in Bishop’s Stortford – where he could avoid suspicion. After a time the pair moved back to London where they took on The Monument Tavern; an inn which once stood on Borough’s Union Street.

At The Monument Tavern, Bessie’s health continued to deteriorate. As she lay ill, her friend Elizabeth Painter – who’d served on the Jack the Ripper spree of 1888; the main reasons being that he lived and worked in Whitechapel at the time, had some medical knowledge and, as seen in each of his relationships, displayed a psychopathic attitude towards women. Following Chapman’s arrest, the bodies of Mary Spink and Bessie Taylor were exhumed and found to contain large traces of metallic elements within them. Chapman’s modus operandi was confirmed, leading the press to dub him the “Borough Poisoner.”

George Chapman: Executed for the murders of three women

George Chapman – who, rather unsettlingly, had been spotted lurking outside the mortuary whilst the post-mortem was being conducted – was arrested by Inspector George Godley, an officer who’d served on the Jack the Ripper case some years previously. Shortly after, a colleague suggested to Godley, “you’ve caught Jack the Ripper at last.” This theory was widely discussed in newspapers at the time and to this day there are still those who believe there’s a good possibility that Chapman was indeed responsible for the notorious spree of 1888, the main reasons being that he lived and worked in Whitechapel at the time, had some medical knowledge and, as seen in each of his relationships, displayed a psychopathic attitude towards women. Following Chapman’s arrest, the bodies of Mary Spink and Bessie Taylor were exhumed and found to contain large traces of metallic elements within them. Chapman’s modus operandi was confirmed, leading the press to dub him the “Borough Poisoner.”

George Chapman was tried at the Old Bailey during March 1903. It took the jury just 11 minutes to find him guilty and he was executed the following month at Wandsworth prison.

Chapman decided to have a crack at insurance fraud by setting fire to The Monument Tavern. Bizarrely though, he removed all of the furniture beforehand and stashed other valuables...
Great Value Black Cab Insurance

Exclusive Rates from £995

- Fantastic value cover designed to keep your business motoring
- Stay on the move with free breakdown assistance including home start on selected policies
- Protect your business with an optional policy that provides a replacement cab after a fault claim

Refer your Friends...
And your next policy could be free!

Plan Clients can get £25 credit towards their renewal for each friend they refer. As the number of referrals is unlimited, your next policy could be free! What’s more, your friends also get £25 off their new policy!

0800 542 5946
planinsurance.co.uk

For more info and refer a friend t&cs, visit planinsurance.co.uk/refer-a-friend
Copyright © 2019 The Plan Group Ltd - The Plan Group Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) no. 307249
W hat better way to kick off the New Year than by meeting one of our diary spotters and being handed a £150 gift card completely free. Our spotters love nothing more than hopping around London looking for unsuspecting LTDA members to hand goodies to.

This week they caught up with Emerson Ferreira, who was delighted when our spotters surprised him with a £150 All 4 One gift card just for having his LTDA diary on show in the windscreen of his cab.

All 4 One cards can be spent on a huge array of items in dozens of stores, including Debenhams, Argos, River Island and Marks and Spencer.

Emerson said: “Fantastic. This will come in very handy. I never thought I would win Diary Watch.” A short while later our spotters managed to catch up with Ahmed Haashi, who was pleased as punch when he was handed a £150 gift card simply for having his diary on display. Ahmed said: “That’s great, thanks a lot. That’s made my day.”

Each year we give away almost £8,000 to LTDA members, so the odds of coming up trumps are pretty good. Just make sure you have your LTDA membership diary on display and let us do the rest.

The 2019 LTDA members’ diaries are on their way – please make sure your address is up to date so that we can send it to the right place. Call 0207 286 1046 now.
Introducing Covent Garden’s newest boutique hotel, The Nadler Covent Garden, located on the corner of Bedford Street and the Strand.

Our 57 rooms are each furnished with elegant, hand-made furniture, produced locally in west London, and luxurious fabrics woven on the Isle of Bute, Scotland. Stylish touches, including special edition Paul Smith Anglepoise lamps, echo the focus on quality British design and craftsmanship. Each room also features our signature Mini Kitchen.

We look forward to welcoming you, and thank you for helping our guests find their way to us.

The Nadler Covent Garden
51 Bedford Street
London, WC2R 0PZ

nadlerhotels.com
We Speak Your Language

With exclusive schemes and specialist knowledge why would you use anyone else.

0208 127 8419

To see how much you could save call 0208 127 8419
IF THE UBER CAP FITS...

INTERNATIONAL

It was a real shock for New York City’s taxi and FHV industry when barely five days into the New Year, New York’s mayor Bill De Blasio and Meera Joshi, CEO and Chair of the New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC) announced that Commissioner Joshi would be leaving in March. Taxi Newspaper spoke to the TLC Commissioner about her decision.

It was Meera Joshi who in August 2018 initiated the one year temporary freeze on the expansion of the FHV sector (with the exemption of wheelchair-accessible vehicles) – a unique and innovative initiative. In doing so, she and mayor De Blasio (who in 2015 had lost a bruising fight with Uber about a proposed cap) put the brakes on the extreme growth of Uber, Lyft and others in Manhattan. It also slowed the mushrooming congestion and pollution in New York.

World first: Uber cap

This freeze proved to be a world first and a big setback for Uber in its biggest US market. Both Uber and Lyft fought the proposal for a freeze. Uber particularly fearing the effect on other big operations like London, its largest operation in Europe. Both argued a cap would deprive New Yorkers – particularly poorer New Yorkers in the boroughs – of transportation options, drive up fares and increase waiting times.

The New York taxi industry – particularly the drivers – welcomed the freeze as it was almost on its knees by falling demand, plummeting medallion (licence) prices (from £780,000 in 2014 to barely £156,000 in 2018). Scores of taxi drivers can barely make ends meet – eight from £780,000 in 2014 to barely £156,000 in 2018). Scores of taxi drivers can barely make ends meet – eight taxi drivers in the process of being overtaken by app drivers.

But the relationship between the owners of yellow cab medallions and Commissioner Joshi was less than cordial. They’re happy to see her go and have blamed her for not acting sooner against Uber.

Taxi drivers, however, are sad to see her go. “The timing of Commissioner Joshi’s resignation is concerning because the crisis for New York City drivers is far from over and the Taxi and Limousine Commission’s work to fix it is just beginning,” commented Bhairavi Desai, Executive Director of the New York Taxi Workers Alliance.

Has the cap worked? In London, the taxi industry would very much like to see its regulator take the same tough and innovative route as New York, I told the Commissioner. But what were the initial effects of the New York cap? “In the first quarterly report on what we’ve learned thus far, we’re seeing more trips, and less vehicles, which is a good start,” Joshi told TFLX newspaper. And what will happen after the 12 month cap? “Now that the TLC has additional authority granted (to) us by Local Law, everything is on the table.”

Turbulence

It’s a shame Joshi leaves now as in the coming years the effects of her policies will bear fruit. From 2014, on the 30-year-old presided over the most turbulent five years in the agency’s history. TLC regulates the taxi industry (the 13,587 yellow cabs) and the For Hire Vehicle sector (New York’s black cars) which grew to now well over a 100,000 vehicles and is mainly in use for trips by Uber, Lyft and others.

In that period Joshi calmly stamped her authority on this difficult agency: “It has been an honour to serve New York City through the effective regulation of almost 200,000 drivers in over 130,000 vehicles moving over a million people each day,” Joshi commented on her March departure and added: “Thanks to a skilled and principled TLC staff – a commission dedicated to doing the right thing – engaged industry members and advocates, through public debate and data we increased accountability, safety, access, modernised taxi regulation, protected drivers and increased consumer protection.”

A minimum wage

With the freeze went the prospect to conduct a study into the booming FHV industry.

Another world first was the (enforced) minimum income for ride-hailing drivers, starting February 2019: £13.41 an hour – a £3.90 increase. The same package included the demand for ride-hailing companies like Uber and Lyft to provide the TLC with their trip data – just as yellow cabs do automatically. This way the regulator receives a wealth of data on the activities of New York’s FHV-vehicles (including ride-hailing) and taxis.

Earlier, she had improved the availability of wheelchair-accessible taxi and FHV vehicles across the city and helped reduce the number of fatal accidents involving taxi drivers by 50%.

Spat over congestion fee?

The Manhattan congestion fee of £1.95 for taxis and £2.15 for black cabs, proposed by New York’s governor Cuomo and not opposed by Mayor De Blasio, led to a difference of opinion between Joshi and the mayor, who praised Joshi’s work “as a model for cities throughout the nation and the world.”

At her departure, De Blasio added that “under her leadership New Yorkers who use wheelchair cans get service, passengers are assured that every driver and vehicle is safe, our city has detailed records of the one million daily trips and New York City is the only place where app drivers have pay protection. She will leave an unparalleled legacy and has raised the bar for good government. I am grateful for her service.”

During a routine TLC hearing in December, Joshi warned that maintaining the congestion fee for Manhattan below 96th Street would be “devastating for the taxi industry.” Not surprising, since just getting into a yellow cab and not even driving a meter would already put £3.52 on the clock.

Commissioner Joshi criticised a measure designed to support New York’s local public transport system with a relatively meagre £311 million and (hopefully) curb congestion in the heart of New York, she said would mainly hurt the taxi and FHV industry and was badly thought out. Unlike London’s congestion charge, New York’s measure does not apply to private vehicles, only to taxis and FHV’s.

My initial question to Joshi, “did you jump or were you pushed?” was somewhat unkind, assuming the (possible) spat with De Blasio over this congestion fee, was the reason for her sudden departure. “Well, neither is an apt description,” she replied, “but the decision was mutual. Government grows, agencies change, and turnover is a natural process. No one has said that it had anything to do with my planning to step down, so it would be inaccurate to determine it’s a primary factor, as you have in this question.”

“A form of usage control is needed”

Currently, the congestion fee is on hold, thanks to a court case brought by New York’s taxi industry. The hearing date is set for January 17. Joshi declined to comment on the mayor’s reasoning for not opposing the measure.

She does, however, defend the mayor when I suggest that De Blasio is not interested in protecting the taxi industry against the ill effects of the congestion fee: “That’s not a fair accusation. Everything we’ve done to improve the industry and address the plight of drivers in these historically difficult times has been under the mayor’s aegis, and we couldn’t have possibly achieved as much as we have without his support.”

Joshi is not against some form of congestion charge but feels it needs to be better designed.

“The good government gift”

What achievements are you most proud of? And how do you see the taxi and FHV industry – and the position of the drivers in it – develop as a result of your policies?

“Unquestionably, the achievements of which I am most proud would be the incredible volume and quality of data that we have brought into the process — data that is being used on a daily basis to inform traffic engineering, to enforce safety laws, and to ensure that drivers are fully protected from potentially predatory bad actors whose goal is to cheat them. It is the good government gift that will keep on giving.”

Joshi continued: “Close Runners up would be the creation of wheelchair accessibility across the for hire industry, the expansion of our accessible dispatch programme across all five boroughs and the first ever earnings protection for high volume app dispatch drivers.”

Wim Faber, international taxi correspondent
CRICKLEWOOD CARRIERS CAB CO. LTD
Midland Arches, Edgware Road, London, NW2 6NJ
info@cricklewoodcarriers.co.uk www.cricklewoodcarriers.co.uk
TEL: 020 8452 5461 MOB: 07866-0-07866

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE SAYS!

DRIVERS WANTED NOW
CABS WANTED FOR CASH

Come and see us at London’s first choice garage
For Service and Civility

LICENSED LONDON TAXI-CAB RENTALS
TX11’s – TX4’s – TX4 Euro 5 & 6 – VITO’S – NEW VITO Euro 6
RATES MODERATE
BRAND NEW TAXIS ALL AIR-CONDITIONED
TOP OF THE RANGE ELEGANCE MODELS UPGRADED TO OUR OWN UNIQUE VOGUE SPECIFICATION
FULL BACK-UP SERVICE
ALL WORK CARRIED OUT FOR OWNER DRIVERS
OVERHAULS—BODY SHOPS—TYRES—MOT’s
PROMPT WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE
NON FAULT REPAIR SPECIALISTS
No Insurance excess - No hassle - New courtesy cabs given
PROFESSIONAL SERVICING—with care and attention to detail
using Genuine Filters and Total/Elf or Morris Quality Lubricants

PHONE OUR HOTLINE NOW!
0208 208 3600
The London & General Motor Cab Company Limited

KNOCK OUT PRICES
VIKING 5 TAXI METER

1 YEAR METER RENTAL FOR ONLY £95.00 - ALL INCLUSIVE
FLEET DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
FULL EEC - ISO 901 - MID APPROVED
EVEN FURTHER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR CLIENTS OF
MARTIN CORDELL & COMPANY AND MEMBERS OF THE LCDC
Join the Krav Maga Army

OFFERS

With the increasing number of cabbies being targeted by robbers, there's never been a better time to sign up to our free Krav Maga classes for members.

Even a cursory look through recent editions of TAXI would show a shocking number incidents where cabbies have been placed in frightening situations.

With police unwilling or unable to help – it could time meet Ricky Manetta and learn the art of self-defence.

Ricky, who is himself a taxi driver, teaches the use of blocking, grappling and wrestling style moves to fend off attackers – even those wielding weapons.

He can also help you get fit and lose some of those extra pounds you gained over the Christmas period.

Ricky says: “The course is designed to give people confidence to deal with threatening situations. The aim is to help drivers get out of violent or threatening situations without having to fight.”

Hundreds of cabbies have taken the classes and have praised them as fun and confidence building.

Krav Maga was created in the 30s to protect Czech Jews from anti-Semitic attacks. It is purely about self-defence and improving your health.

It gives drivers piece of mind to deal with situations, which can help stop them spiralling out of control, or ending with serious injury. Not only does it offer the chance to improve your fitness and general health, but your state of mind as well.

Some drivers have even claimed it improved their driving and many keep coming back for more. He starts the next course at the Orwell Centre in Wapping on Monday, February 11.

If you are an LTDA member and can commit to an eight-week course on Monday afternoons between 1-3pm, then ask to register.

Wife-beating Uber Driver Jailed

Court

An Uber driver who live streamed a video of himself beating his wife for his family has been jailed for 14 months.

Rahman Ullah, from Croydon, threatened to kill his estranged wife during the WhatsApp video call.

The 38-year-old severely beat his victim with a shoe, leaving her with two black eyes as well as other injuries.

Members of Ullah’s family in Pakistan watched the live stream as he mimicked stabbing his 34-year-old victim with a kitchen knife.

Sentencing Ullah to 14 months in jail at Croydon Crown Court, Recorder Tom Forster said: “You were engaged in a WhatsApp video call to Pakistan, informing them you were going to kill her.

“Not content with your boorish behaviour you pursued her to the communal hallway and by her hair dragged her back into the flat. She was understandably tearful and you tormented her with a knife as a weapon to threaten and filmed the whole thing on a phone”

The court heard how the pair had split from their 13 year marriage twelve months before the sickening attack.

Ullah tricked his way into his victim’s home when he was supposed to pick his daughter up to take to school. He convinced his daughter to hand over the front door key so he could gain access and attack her mother.

Once gaining access to the flat, Ullah called his mother and brother by WhatsApp video and told them that he was “going to kill her today”.

He began to hit her with the heel of his shoe 10 to 15 times. His wife attempted to escape the brutal attack but was caught and dragged back into the home where she was then threatened with a kitchen knife.

“The court heard that Ullah approached his wife with the knife at hand and made a ‘stabbing motion’ while telling her ‘I’m going to stab you’.

Ullah, who was a driver for ride-hailing app Uber, was arrested and claimed it was his wife that attacked him and had in fact been the aggressor during the altercation.

He eventually pleaded guilty to assaulting his wife and causing actual bodily harm. Ullah was also made subject to an indefinite restraining order.

NEWS IN BRIEF

“Reconsider Drunk Trial of Cyclist”

Magistrates have questioned whether it is worthwhile prosecuting a cyclist accused of riding his bicycle while drunk.

At King’s Lynn court, the Crown Prosecution Service was asked to reconsider the case of Nerijus Burkiškis, of Garwood, denied being drunk in charge of a bicycle before it went to trial.

Burkiškis was found riding his bicycle the wrong way along the one-way Norfolk Street at 3.20am on December 8 and arrested.

Chairman of the bench Bill Hush asked the prosecutor: “Are you really going to prosecute this man for cycling the wrong way up a street? With all the public money this is going to take to bring this to trial?”

The maximum penalty is a £1,000 fine, although prosecutors could potentially bring a charge of dangerous cycling, which carries a maximum penalty of a £2,225 fine. The case was adjourned until April 3.

Urgent Notice

If your licence expires in less than four months it is vital that you contact TPH on:

0343 222 4444

and request a renewal pack. Failure to do so could result in you being out of work.

Once the pack is received you must submit your application (especially the CRB disclosure application) A.S.A.P.

Please refer to tph notices 115/13 and 19/13 on their website for ‘official’ advice www.tfl.gov.uk/info -for/ taxis-and-private-hire/
LEADING THE WAY
IN 2019

£99

1 Year Digitax Taximeter rental
(inc VAT 1 year contract)
OTA Tariff
(built in sim card)
No waiting for fitting.
Compatible with all card machines
& computer circuits.

0208 692 1122

1-3 Blackhorse Rd London SE8 5HY
OFFER

Get a Free Personal Training Session

A London taxi driver and fitness coach has teamed up with the LTDA to help his fellow cabbies shape up.

Gary Bedford has been involved with the noble art of boxing for almost 40 years and knows a thing or two about health and fitness.

The cabbie of 30 years is offering an initial consultation, with a free fitness test and one-hour free training session to LTDA members.

And for the next four lessons, LTDA members get a 50% discount.

The sessions will include boxing training, circuit training and cardio work, and also relaxation techniques, all designed to improve strength and conditioning.

Based at the West Thurrock Boxing and Fitness Club, Gary battled in the amateur boxing ranks for many years before going on to coach juniors and seniors at his local boxing club.

He said: “I’ve been working as a taxi driver for 30 years and I know what a toll the stresses and strains of the job can put on the mind and body. I want to help drivers get fit and feel sharper and more confident in their daily lives and believe I have the knowledge, experience and dedication to do that. Come along for the check up and the first-class courtesy of the LTDA - what have you got to lose?”

Training is offered one to one, or in small groups, in West Thurrock on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.

Free gym membership and discounted rates are available for LTDA members and their families.

For an initial consultation, with a free fitness test and one-hour free training session, please contact Gary on 07811 965 176.
BREXIT BASHER

ARE YOU PAYING OVER £150 FOR YOUR TAXI METER?

WHY ???

SAVE MONEY AND CALL NOW

THE LONDON & GENERAL MOTOR CAB COMPANY

0208 208 3600

NEW VIKING TAXI METER

FULL EEC—ISO 9001—MID APPROVED

£95 PER YEAR ALL INCLUSIVE

EVEN FURTHER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

FOR CLIENTS OF MARTIN CORDELL & COMPANY AND MEMBERS OF THE LCDC

Fleet discounts available

THE LONDON & GENERAL MOTOR CAB COMPANY LIMITED MIDLAND ARCHES EDGWARE ROAD LONDON NW2 6NJ
One of Alf’s biggest fans wants to know if the TAXI scribe is still with us?

**A MISSIVE FROM BEYOND THE GRAVE?**

**ALF TOWNSEND**

**TAXI TALK**

This is the time of the year that the old hacks and journos call “the silly season” because nothing much is happening in the big, wide world and they are all struggling to dig up a decent article. Their readers have had a good jolly-up over Christmas and the New Year and are all skint and are counting down the days to their next wage packet. They tend to drag out an old story and tart it up so that it appears up-to-date. In effect they fabricate a silly story for the silly season! I’m going to start my column with a one such story that fits in nicely.

They tend to their next wage packet. They tend to drag out an old story and tart it up so that it appears up-to-date. In effect they fabricate a silly story for the silly season! I’m going to start my column with a one such story that fits in nicely – especially the ending which is hard to comprehend even though it’s the truth – scout’s honour! I have named it – Taxi Talk from the Big Cab Rank in the Sky?

My son Nick is a regular at Heathrow and is quite well known because of his active involvement as a committee member in Unite the Union – plus the fact that the union lanyard around his neck has his photo and name on it. He tells me that he often gets stopped by cabbies who recognise him to say how much they enjoy reading my articles. On the down side, he also gets cabbies who think I write crap. But he’s very laid back and tells these people that if they think I write rubbish, then the simple answer is don’t read it! He was stopped recently by a polite, middle-aged cabbie who told him that he had read every one of my articles since he got his bill some 20 years ago! He then asked Nick in a serious voice, “is your dad still alive?” Perhaps he thought someone else was ghost writing my columns for me. This shook Nick but he could see the guy was genuine so he replied. Well, I saw him last night and even though he had drunk too many rum and cokes, he was definitely still alive! Scout’s honour, it’s true!

Get Well Soon Chris

As an old geezer blessed, or cursed, with a young, enquiring mind, whenever a situation bugs me I need to try and sort it out to satisfy my pea-brain! This latest bugging was centred around the taxi shelter on the George rank. I pass it on buses around half-a-dozen times a week and it’s been closed for a long time. I thought at first that Chris, mine host, had gone on a holiday before Christmas, but the weeks rolled by and it was still closed. My pea-brain was satisfied recently when I hailed a cab outside the Royal Free Hospital to take me home. We got chatting and the cabbie told me he was a regular at the George shelter and according to him Chris, the friendly guy in his fifties who runs the shelter, had suffered a second heart attack in a year. So he was at home, too unwell to work and waiting for major heart surgery. He couldn’t afford to pay someone to run the shelter and he was lumbered with a pricey, business rates contract until next March. Camden Council charge the second highest business rates out of all the London boroughs and, according to him, Chris can wangle his way out of the Camden contract because of ill-health, but I wish him all the best with his future operation.

Your well-being is more important than anything else.

**Stars on Spotify**

Apparently today’s youngsters are not like us old timers who used to save our pennies every week to buy the latest hit record by Elvis, Frankie Laine or the Beatles. In fact they don’t buy any records at all, they simply click on their mobiles and, after paying around a tenner a month to Spotify, they listen to the music app all day and night!

At the time of writing this piece their favourite song seems to be Yesterday, composed and sung by Jack Howard and his band, with twin brother Bertie playing a mean guitar. The latest count for the single is a massive 25,000 hits, so log on to Spotify and hear it. Why am I prattling on about something I obviously don’t know about? Answer, Jack and Bertie Howard are my 19-year old twin Grandsons. I don’t fully understand the Spotify process, but I’m thrilled to bits for the boys! ♫

Camden Council charge the second highest business rates out of all the London boroughs and, according to my info, they unfairly, at least in my opinion, charge the George shelter, which only sells sandwiches and drinks, the same rates as all the posh restaurants in Hampstead!
Ready to maximise your earnings?

You can earn more per shift with Gett!

We have 3,000 corporate accounts! The average account job is worth £30!

No commission charged on tips - they’re all yours!

Need to talk to someone? We have a 24/7 call centre - unique to Gett!

Don’t go home empty with Going Home

Sign up here:

u.gett.com/app

or visit us at our driver office at 162 Farringdon Road
A healthy diet plan leads Mr Meg to Greggs and a scuffle with angry vegans

Mr Meg versus The Vegans

Over Christmas and New Year there was a food mountain at Meg Towers. Friends, family and neighbours popped in and out of the house and helped themselves to what was on offer. And they chatted, often with their mouths full, and did that yucky talking/spitting food thing.

Chocolates, Christmas cake, cheese and crackers, juicy satsumas...clumps of them have all travelled my way as people chewed, talked and laughed.

Mr Meg’s second cousin sat on my couch eating pickled onions and cheesy crackers while telling me about a bloke he’d heard taking part in a radio phone-in quiz. This contestant answered the question, “give me a celebrity’s name that starts with the letter Q” with “I know this one! Q Jackson!” After the punchline he laughed so hard with his mouth full and open that there may still be traces of cracker and onion on the front room wallpaper.

After all the excess of Christmas I decided that January was going to be the month when we would go all Gwyneth Paltrow and be more mindful about eating. Mr Meg’s face looked puzzled at first when I told him we were going to eat healthy food while sat at the table and in silence, so we could concentrate on every mouthful.

Mr Meg seized on the quiet meals part. “So, you won’t be talking?” he checked. When I nodded yes to that he beamed and said, “great! I’m in!” Said with all the romance of a man who has been married for three and a bit decades.

As he headed back to work the first week in January, I reminded him, “Mindful eating” and nodded down at the quinoa, sunflower seed and cottage cheese salad in his lunchbox, “and no eating or snacking on the go.” “Got it!” he told me smiling down (or was it laughing?) at his Tupperware container.

Five hours later Mr Meg “mindlessly” popped into a Greggs in central London for a sausage roll. He was still inside and about to take the first bite of his contraband when someone tried to grab it from his hands.

Six vegan protesters had surrounded Mr Meg and were chanting “scum, scum, scum!” Mr Meg, telling me the story a few hours later was outraged, “what sort of country do we live in when a bloke can’t eat his sausage roll in peace?” He was extremely uncomplimentary about the skinny student type with pink hair who’d tackled him. This lad was so determined to get the sausage roll off Mr Meg that he jumped on him and clung on with his arms around his neck and his legs around his waist, screaming “murderer!”

Mr Meg walked out of the shop and tried to get the vegan protestor off him and dump him down onto the pavement by doing some extreme shimmying. A passing police officer intervened, at first believing Mr Meg was the aggressor. There was an unseemly scuffle and a lot of shouting.

The happy ending is that the police officer caught up on the fact that Mr Meg was under attack and dealt severely with the protestor. She patted him on the head and told him not to do it again. Luckily, Mr Meg’s sausage roll survived, it was squashed but saved! And still almost warm.

But the man is now suffering from PTSRD (post traumatic sausage roll disorder) and says he is sticking with the superfood salads in silence regime. However, my spies have reported seeing his van outside McDonalds on more than one occasion.

---

**LB black plate elegance euro 5**
One owner
Absolutely immaculate
80,000 miles.
£26,500

**LB black plate elegance euro 5**
One owner
Absolutely immaculate
60,000 miles.
£28,000

**mercedes vito 111, 09 plate**
Two owners
Absolutely immaculate
Metallic silver, just been plated
£10,000

---

**All taxis have**
- New tyres and brakes all round
- Full service history
- One year warranty on engine & gearbox
- One years free servicing
- Finance available
  - some vehicles are vat qualifying

**Available for owner drivers**
- Bodywork repairs
- Overhaul preparation
- Servicing

---

Enquire Today
Gig Economy Scam Uncovered

**EMPLOYMENT**

Uber Eats and Deliveroo couriers are renting out their work to unvetted illegal immigrants, it has been discovered.

Both companies allow couriers to appoint “substitutes” who are supposed to be legitimate workers.

But whistleblowers have said that black-market workers, possibly with criminal records and no insurance, are paying up to £100 a week to deliver food without undergoing any checks.

They are said to use genuine couriers credentials to log into the apps and accept orders, enabled by a lack of safeguards.

The companies appear to have ignored warnings about the scam.

Ray Phil, of the UK Motorcycle Theft Protest group, tweeted to Uber Eats and Uber’s accounts, saying: “UberEats, you need to sort your app security asap. Hundreds of people renting accounts illegally. Using fake insurance, fake residence papers.”

Couriers can nominate substitutes because they are not employees.

Deliveroo couriers are supposed to carry out checks but do not need to confirm this, while Uber Eats riders are supposed to provide proof of the substitute’s right to work.

The practise is believed to be so widespread that some couriers dubbed it a joke.

Couriers can nominate substitutes because they are contractors, which means the firms have fewer obligations to them than to staff. Deliveroo couriers are supposed to carry out checks but do not need to confirm this. Uber Eats couriers are supposed to provide proof of the substitute’s right to work.

Uber Eats said anyone “who delivers with Uber Eats must adhere to a strict set of safety-based criteria.”

Deliveroo said reports of illegal workers renting accounts were “alleged only” and “completely unproven.”

---

**HALVEY ENGINEERING**

**TX2 & TX4 ENGINE SPECIALIST**

SERVING THE TAXI TRADE FOR THE PAST 28 YEARS

**RECON TX2 ENGINE** - supply & fit £1,795

**RECON TX4 ENGINE** - supply & fit £2,100 with 1 year guarantee

**BRAND NEW** out of the crate TX4 engine supply & fit £3,499

* PLUS VAT

**CALL TODAY:** 0208 312 2224
**OR EMAIL:** halveyengineeringltd@hotmail.com

Based in the Woolwich area

---

**STAY IN THE KNOW**

**15 year reminder**

The London taxi 15 year age limit refers to the cab’s ‘birthday’ (in the log book) not its plate date.

For example:

A cab passed when it is 14 years and 11 months old WILL be granted a further 12 months of life.

Cabs may be booked in for testing in the normal way when the plate has 28 days or less to run. The cab can then work up to the test date. If the plates are taken off with more than 28 days to run, both the plates and the paper licence must be surrendered to one of the six NSL inspection centres in and around London.

The ‘unplated’ cab must then not be worked, and at least one week should be allowed before attempting to book the next NSL test, to allow the computerised booking system to recognise that the plates have been registered.

**Lost/stolen identifier**

If your identifier is lost or stolen you must notify LTPH immediately (0343 222 4444 / tph.enquiries@tfl.gov.uk)

You may then continue working. A letter of confirmation will be sent out to you by Transport for London, prior to a replacement identifier being processed.

**Shop a tout**

Anyone who sees touting or any other form of illegal cab-related activity is urged to contact TIL with the details.

Take down the registration number and make a note of the date, time and location where incident took place.

Type “cab enforcement” into your internet search engine and follow the links to the ‘report illegal activity’ section of the TIL website.

**DVLA reminder**

The photo card part of the driving licence lasts for 10 years and must renewed after that period. The licence becomes invalid if it is not renewed with a current picture.
WE ARE OPEN ON SATURDAY

OPENING HOURS Monday - Friday 8.00am - 5.30pm • Saturday 8.00am - 12.30pm

Let's Talk Taxis!

M & H Taxis
Fast & Friendly Garage that looks after your Taxi like its one of their own.

Servicing / MOT
We have a no booking policy, call us and we will fit you in for any services and a MOT.

Body Work
From repairing minor paint damage, to replacing whole body panels, we pride ourselves on the quality of our workmanship and our commitment to customer service. We are approved repairer for all leading insurance company and non fault accidents.

32 Verney Road, London, SE16 3DH
Tel: 020 7231 2735 Mobile: 07958 231 525
LTDA plus

Booking your holidays for 2019?
Make use of your LTDA rewards

Christmas may be over, but it’s the perfect time to plan your next getaway. Design your perfect trip with this wide range of travel benefits from LTDA Plus.

12% off car rental*
Affordable Car Hire is the UK’s largest leisure car rental company, and is now offering LTDA members a great discount on their fully inclusive rates, with no hidden extras. They have a huge range of cars and pick-up locations to suit any holiday at any budget.

Find out more at LTDA Plus
or call 0344 482 4058 and quote LTDA

20% off Columbus Direct travel insurance
Columbus provide premium travel insurance cover to all popular holiday destinations, with a wide range of cover options to suit your needs. You can even get free lounge access if your flight is delayed by two hours or more.*

Find out more at LTDA Plus
or call 0800 980 1030 and quote PHLTD

Free currency card with great rates
Save the hassle of queuing up at currency exchanges or rip off rates from your bank card. LTDA members can claim a free FairFX Prepaid Currency Card. Simply load your card with Euros or US Dollars at highly competitive exchange rates and use it abroad like any other payment card*.

Find out more at LTDA Plus

13% off airport parking, 10% off airport hotels and 10% off UK airport lounges*
Enjoy convenient holiday add-ons with an exclusive saving as an LTDA member. These discounts will not only save you money, but help you start your holiday hassle free.

Find out more at LTDA Plus or call 0871 360 1051 and quote WC56G**

View these offers and much more at LTDA Plus via www.LTDA.co.uk

*Terms and conditions apply to all benefits. See website for details. Offers and prices subject to change without notice. FAIRFX - Subject to minimum load of £50, €60 or $75. New customers only. Columbus Direct - Free lounge access requires registration and applies to selected scheduled flights and airports. Holiday Extras - Airport Parking offer: Save 13% on all airport parking products excluding APH special offer products, Leeds Bradford Midi or Short Stay, NCP Gatwick and airport operated products at Aberdeen, Belfast International, Birmingham, Exeter, Glasgow International, Glasgow Prestwick, Heathrow, Luton and Southampton. Discounts will be unavailable at Gatwick and Airparks products during selected stay dates. Airport Hotels offer: 10% discount automatically applied when booking via the dedicated link. Airport Lounge offer: 10% discount available on all UK lounges. Discounts are not available on International lounges. Airport Transfers offer: 10% discount automatically applied when booking via the dedicated link. LTDA Plus is managed and run on behalf of LTDA by Parliament Hill Ltd. LTDA are an Introducer Appointed Representative of Parliament Hill Ltd of 3rd Floor, 127 Cheapside, London, EC2V 6BT who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for non-investment insurance mediation under registration number 308448. Details can be checked on the Financial Services register by visiting the FCA’s web site at https://fca.org.uk/register. Neither LTDA nor Parliament Hill are part of the same group as the providers. **Calls to this number cost 11 pence per minute, plus your phone provider’s access charge.
**PUZZLER**

**PRIZE CROSSWORD**

Complete our crossword puzzle and be in with a chance to win £50! Send your entry to: Crossword 435, Taxi, Taxi House, 11 Woodfield Road, W9 2BA before February 22. The first name out of the proverbial hat wins the cash!

**ACROSS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**DOWN:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**WINNER: ISSUE 435 – Phillip Gee, Southgate**

**ONLINE PUZZLE**

Have a go at this medium level Sudoku puzzle. Fill the grid so that every row, every column and every 3x3 box contains the numbers 1-9 just once.

```
 6 8 5
7 9 4
2 7 3 4
9 1 7 8 5 1
3 4 6 9 8 6
```

**OVERHEARD**

V ictor Hugo once said: “Music expresses that which cannot be put into words.”

Well I can put into words what I think of so-called modern music. I find most of today’s bands play two types of music - loud and very loud. If Van Gogh were alive today, he’d cut off both his ears. And the lyrics need English subtitles. As one record producer said to a songwriter “It should be a hit. I can’t understand a word of it.” I’m certainly not impressed with rap music either. I think the word should have a “c” in front of it. The truth is some modern musicians don’t know their brass from their oboe. I’m told that most youngsters listen to pop music because they’re miserable. Whereas I’m miserable because I listen to pop music. A lot of it sounds like it was recorded at 33 rpm speed and played back at 78. I don’t mind facing the music, I just don’t like listening to it. Music groups come and go so quickly. That’s show biz for you. One day you’re on top and next day on the tip. The Village People sang about the YMCA. Today they’re probably living in one. They always had six in the group. Nor for harmony, nor for protection. Mostly we have three-piece bands, which usually means they only know three pieces. On TV shows a lot of them mime to their records. I saw one where it was obvious the pianist was miming. If Van Gogh were alive today, he’d cut off both his ears. And the lyrics need English subtitles. As one record producer said to a songwriter “It should be a hit. I can’t understand a word of it.” I’m certainly not impressed with rap music either. I think the word should have a “c” in front of it. The truth is some modern musicians don’t know their brass from their oboe. I’m told that most youngsters listen to pop music because they’re miserable. Whereas I’m miserable because I listen to pop music. A lot of it sounds like it was recorded at 33 rpm speed and played back at 78. I don’t mind facing the music, I just don’t like listening to it. Music groups come and go so quickly. That’s show biz for you. One day you’re on top and next day on the tip. The Village People sang about the YMCA. Today they’re probably living in one. They always had six in the group. Nor for harmony, nor for protection. Mostly we have three-piece bands, which usually means they

---Brad Ashton
THE BIG ONE!

The membership of the LTDA is 40 times greater than some other driver organisations!

HERE'S WHY...

BADGESAFE SCHEME
The LTDA retains experienced barristers with specialist knowledge of the London cab trade. Normally when drivers accumulate 12 points on their licence they receive an automatic 6 month ban, but in the case of LTDA members over 90% of those represented by our barristers receive a ban of just 1 month or in most cases no ban whatsoever.

EXPERTISE = SUCCESS
The LTDA's in-house lawyers are proud of their unrivalled record of court triumphs; in fact the rate of acquittals for members defended in court by the LTDA is 4 times higher than the national average. This unparalleled level of success is due entirely to the expertise acquired by the LTDA over many years of specialising in cab related legal matters.

YOUR FUTURE
The LTDA remains the only trade body resolutely opposed to the computerisation of the Knowledge of London testing system. (No to the quickie Knowledge campaign).

INLAND REVENUE ASSISTANCE AND ADVICE
Many drivers and accountants refer to the LTDA for specialist advice on Inland Revenue investigations. (Free to members).

SICKNESS AND ACCIDENT PROTECTION
When trouble strikes it’s comforting to know that you’ve got the strength of the LTDA around you. (Additional subscription payable).

LTDA HOLIDAY CLUB
Many members have saved thousands of pounds by taking advantage of special offers and prices (members only).

WIN £5,000 EVERY MONTH IN THE LTDA LOTTERY
12 big prizes every year, but you have to be in it to win it (members only £5 per entry).

ACCESS TO ‘SIMPLY HEALTH’
Great value health care from the LTDA. The Association pioneered this scheme in the taxi trade and it still offers the cheapest rates. (Special rates for LTDA members only).

HEATHROW OFFICE AND REPRESENTATION
Call in to the LTDA office at Heathrow, first door on the right in the canteen block. The LTDA’s representatives will give you a warm welcome. (Open to all).

WELFARE DEPARTMENT
LTDA officers make home visits to members who are in severe distress or with special needs and authorise contingency payments where appropriate.

RANKS AND HIGHWAYS REPRESENTATION
The LTDA has negotiated taxi access to most bus lanes and leads the way negotiating on issues that affect you, the licensed taxi driver.

GENERAL ADVICE
If you are new to the trade and you don’t know your ‘roader’ from your ‘legal’, give us a call. We’re always here to help. (Tel: 020 7286 1046 - non members are welcome to call).

24 HOUR TOUT LINE
Seen a tout in action? Take the details and phone them in, we will do the rest. (Tel: 020 7266 4769).

HEALTH AND SPORTS PROMOTION
We regularly run promotions with leading health and sports companies resulting in big savings to members.

LEISURE DISCOUNTS
Huge savings on weekend breaks at fine hotels and holiday centres. You will not believe these prices! (Members only).

VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
Continually representing members’ interests in disputes with vehicle manufacturers and suppliers.

AUTHORITIES AND MEDIA
The LTDA is the largest and most respected driver organisation in the trade. We lead the way when negotiating with the Government, GLA, TfL, Police, Mayor’s Office, Heathrow, Rail Authorities, Local Councils and when dealing with all sections of the media.

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
Many cab drivers are discovering to their cost that their licences are at risk due to the TFL’s interpretation of the new DVLA Group 2 Medical Standards. The LTDA has successfully challenged many decisions by the TFL to revoke members’ licences on medical grounds.

FANTASTIC VALUE
LTDA subscriptions have not increased for 14 years! It costs just 4 quid a week to join the trade’s biggest organisation and 3 quid of that is tax deductible! (Payable monthly).

CAUTION
The LTDA legal service is the only trade scheme which defends members for ALL alleged offences (traffic, hackney or criminal), anywhere, anywhere in the UK. Non members are advised to check carefully the exceptions and exclusions contained or imposed by other legal protection schemes circulating in our trade.

To learn more about LTDA benefits and current joining offers call: 020 7286 1046 or visit www.ltda.co.uk
COLTS CABS LTD

HAVE MOVED - NEW PREMISES ARE 100-102 DUNBRIDGE STREET LONDON, E2 6JG

NEW PREMISES OPENING DEALS...

NEW HIRERS

20 POUNDS OFF ON THE PRICE YOU PAY TO YOUR CURRENT RENTAL COMPANY OR GARAGE.

For a minimum period of a year on the model/registration that you currently hire.

NEW HOLDERS OF A CAB LICENCE

20 POUNDS OFF ON THE CURRENT RATE OF OUR VEHICLES TO HIRE. WE WILL BEAT ANY QUOTE YOU RECEIVE FROM OUR COMPETITORS.

EXISTING HIRERS

LOYALTY DEALS NOW AVAILABLE.

Phone only to make an appointment to discuss.

All offers above are subject to terms and conditions.
All deals above require an initial phone call to make an appointment to discuss.

TELEPHONE
020 7613 0684 | 020 7613 0630
A selection of our numerous Distribution Points

- A1 Taxis, Melody Lane, Highbury, N5
- Abacus Accounts, Southbrook Road, Lee, SE12
- Astral Café, Regency Place, SW1
- Bubbles Car Wash, E2
- C & S Taxis, Dunbridge Street, E2
- Cab Cassure, Seven Kings
- Camberfield Taxi Services
- Computer Cab, Mifte Way, W12
- Coney Allen, Dunbridge Street, E1
- CP Beehive Service Station, Beehive Lane, Gants Hill
- Cricklewood Carriers, Cricklewood
- Dial A Cab, City Road, N1
- Edgeware Station Rank
- Euston Station Rank
- G & N Taxis, Crayford Road, N7
- Globe Transmissions, Cudworth Street, E1
- The Ham, Brentford
- Heathrow Airport Canteen
- Hexagon Garage, Lukin Street, E1
- Jet Garage, Clipstone Street, W1
- Knowledge Centre, Caledonian Road
- KPM, Hemming Street, E1
- London City Airport Canteen
- LP Motors, Dunbridge Street, E2
- Martin Cordell, E3 and Stanmore
- Paddington Station Rank
- Putney Bridge Taxis, The Arches, Putney Bridge Station, SW6
- Richmond Road Taxi Centre, E8
- Safewise Supermarket, Harrow
- South Bank Service Station, Great Suffolk Street, SE1
- TAXI HOUSE, W9
- Taxi & Private Hire, Blackfriars Rd, SE1
- Temple Place Shelter
- Tent Street Taxi Centre, E2
- Turbo Accessories, ThreeCotsLane, E2
- Waterloo Station
- Wimbledon Station Rank
- WizAnn Knowledge School, Watts Grove, E3
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ONE STOP MOT
AND S&H CABS LTD

TAXI MOT £20

WE ALSO OFFER REPAIRS,
TYRES AND MAINTENANCE WORK

CALL: 0208 803 1437

Black Cabs available for hire. New drivers welcome.
5 Fairfield Road, Edmondon, N18 20P
Who’s got your back?

- 3pts £175 fine
- 6 points £500 fine
- NOT GUILTY
- 1 year ban
- 2 yrs prison

Charged with jumping a red light
Charged with careless driving
Acquitted on all charges
Charged with dangerous driving
Charged with road rage assault

No matter how careful, even the best drivers in the trade can find themselves with legal trouble when the odds are stacked against them.

The LTDA legal service is the only trade scheme which defends members for all alleged offences (traffic, hackney or criminal), anytime, anywhere in the UK.

Join the LTDA today, we’ve got your back.

Call: 0207 286 1046 or visit: www.ltda.co.uk
INSURANCE

Exclusive Black Cab Rates from £995

Keeping your business motoring
planinsurance.co.uk
0800 542 5946

Taxi Financial GAP Insurance
Purchased a new taxi? Avoid any potential shortfall in your finance following a total loss claim
0208 597 2622
CABSURANCE
Authorised & Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Tax Returns
• Qualified Accountants specialising in the taxi trade
• Yearly accounts and tax returns
• Online submission to Inland Revenue
• Based in Kingston Upon Thames
Tel: 0208 5499 541
8A Endeavour House
2 Cambridge Road
Kingston Upon Thames, KT1 3JU

INSURANCE

FOOD

Home of Cabbies

First two teas free
Second coffee free
Any cold starter half price
5* food hygiene rating
Sky sports BT sports
Big screen tv

Free wifi
Free parking from 7pm
Order and collect service
All kebabs are prepared in the house daily and served with rice

118 Old Street EC1V 9BD
T: 0207 336 7036

SERVICES AND REPAIRS

A & J Repairs
South London and Croydon drivers required
TX1’s to TX4’s
Overhauls, Servicing and running repairs.
Please call Andy
0777 922 9282

BOOK YOUR LINAGE

BOOKING DEADLINE 2ND JAN 2019

UP TO 15 WORDS: £35 +VAT
UP TO 25 WORDS: £45 +VAT
UP TO 35 WORDS: £55 +VAT
ACCOUNTANTS

- CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS specialising in the taxi trade. Accounts and tax returns £312 inc VAT. Call 0208 360 1446
- TAXI TAX SPECIALIST WE’RE Drivertax - we’ve been helping the trade for 25 years. Tax sorted from £30 per month. Call 0208 360 1446

AIR CONDITIONING

- MOBILE AUTO AIR conditioning service and repair for taxis, Telephone Nick on 07785 900006 7 days

CABS FOR RENT

- LONG LANE CABS, CABS FOR rent. TXII & TX4s. East London. Call 020 7401 8188 or 07970 149173.
- FIRST 2 WEEKS HALF PRICE. TX4s for rent. 24hr recovery and back-up. 0207 700 1045 or 07951 66430 – Nick
- 59 TX4 TO RENT. £180 CROYDON area. Pay in bank. AA back up. Clean/reliable cab. 07949 144485
- VNK Motors -TXIs & TX4s for rent. from £170pw - £225pw. Full back up. Caledonia Road, North London area, breakdown service, overhauls, running repairs & body work. 0207 700 1045 or 07951 66430 – Nick
- 59 TX4 TO RENT. £180 CROYDON area. Pay in bank. AA back up. Clean/reliable cab. 07949 144485
- 59 TX4 FOR HIRE. NO ADS. Full back up with spare cab. E1 garage. Phone 0207 451 2584
- TX4s FROM 200PW. NO ADS. Full back up with spare cab. E1 garage. Phone 0207 451 2584
- 59 TX4 TO RENT. £180 CROYDON area. Pay in bank. AA back up. Clean/reliable cab. 07949 144485

CABS FOR SALE

- ASSORTED LATE TXIs AND early TX4s for sale. Prices from £4000. Call 07590 811550 for more info.
- 58 VITO, VERY GOOD condition low mileage 12 months plate £9,950 07956 211478
- 2011 VITO EURO 5. LOW VERY low mileage and excellent condition. Plated. £15,950 07956 211478
- 59 REG TX4. SILVER. 9 MONTHS plate. 176,000 miles. £6350. Excellent condition. 07981 909727 Ricki
- TX4 2011. EXCELLENT condition. Plated until October 2019. 1 owner. FSH. £13,500ono. 07733 364364
- TX4 ELEGANCE. 15 REG. Charcoal Grey. Excellent condition. FSH. £9,000. Reverse sensors. Leather driver’s seat. Weather shields. £23,750ono. 07949 235920
- 64 PLATE TX4 ELEGANCE. Plated until October. 95,000 miles. FSH. 1 owner from new. Excellent condition throughout. £23,995. Call Stuart on 07738 731902.
- VITO 2014 REG. 1 OWNER. Excellent condition. 73,000 miles. £32,000ono. 07758 809227
- TXII SILVER, 55 REG. PLATED until March 2019. Quick Sell. £2995 07478 219965
- TX4 BRONZE 09. 157,000 MILES. FSH. Plated until August 2019. £8500ono. 07904 171115 & 07926 208446
- VITO 17 REG. EURO 6. 46,000 miles. Blue. Very good condition £37,900ono. 07749 371203

PLACE YOUR LINAGE BY WEDNESDAY JANUARY 30TH FOR TAXI 436

UP TO 15 WORDS: £35 UP TO 25 WORDS: £45 UP TO 35 WORDS: £55

CALL JACK ON 01727 739 196

CABS WANTED

- ALL TXIs & RETIRING TXIs wanted, instant decision - cash paid. Tel: 07973 335739 OR 01253 407500
- ALL CABS WANTED. WE come to you, top prices paid, cash/ bank transfer, instant decision, finance settled, non-runners or sell & rent back, call 07956 317300
- ALL CABS WANTED. WE come to you. Any condition quick decision. Instant cash paid. 07763 699767.
- CABS URGENTLY WANTED, Any condition, cash same day, sell and rent back. Call Roy 07956 293748

DRIVERS WANTED

- FRIENDLY/RELIABLE DRIVER wanted – TX4 (2010), no adverts, full back-up, 195p/week. For details call 07966 199657

MISCELLANEOUS

- AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER with awesome British Bulldog seeking pale Blue/Pink/Purple Taxi for photoshoot with dog. 3 hours / your hourly rate. Please call Stacey 07533 577073.
Low Cost Taxi Insurance
For Careful Drivers

0208 504 8222

Sutherland Insurance Services Limited

London Black cabs only
2019 with mytaxi

This year we're committed to:

» Making sure you have a job when you're heading home
» Giving you twice weekly payments
» Getting you more jobs than the rest
» Access to international passengers
» Low commission rates

Sign up now

Download the app at d.mytaxi.com
or swing by our driver office on Great Suffolk St